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A (short) introduction to KiDS
2005: ESO acceptance of a proposal for a public survey of 1500 sq. degrees

KiDS P.I.: K. Kuijken (Leiden Univ.) state of the art Weak Lensing with 
OmegaCAM@VST

VIKING: Parallel proposal on VISTA (P.I. Sutherland/Edge)
Data products: ugri+ZYJHK photometry

2011: VST first light: KiDS started !

2013: First KiDS ESO release (50 sq. degrees)

2016: VIKING terminated at 1300 square degrees

2017: KiDS-DR3 public release (450 sq. Deg.), VST+VIKING photometry (KV450)

2019: KiDS DR4 public release (1000 sq. Deg.)

2020: KiDS observations completed !

2022: KiDS DR5 internal release (final area: 1350 sq. Deg+ 20 sq. Deg
covering fields with deep public spectroscopy)

2023: KiDS DR5 public release (legacy) 



A KiDS (partial !) overview
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Searching for clusters in KiDS
First implementation on real data of the AMICO (Adaptive
Matched Identifier for Clustered Objects) tool for cluster 
detection (M. Maturi - Univ. Heidelberg; L. Moscardini, F. 
Bellagamba, M. Roncarelli - Univ. Bologna), later selected
for EUCLID.

AMICO search for overdensities in position/redshifts, no a 
priori assumption on a red-sequence as with other cluster 
search algorithms

It also produces membership probabilities and 
purity/completeness based on mock catalogs.



Clusters in KiDS vs. SDSS
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High redshift clusters detected in KiDS and Hyper-SuprimeCam
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Cosmology with clusters
o Accurate shape measurements allow to  calibrate by 

weak lensing the cluster mass vs. optical richness
relation, thus providing a cheap mass estimator for 
large samples of clusters (Maturi+19, Bellagamba+19)

o This allowed us to use KiDS clusters for cosmology, as
tracers of the underlying large-scale mass distribution
(see also scheda CLUMP): Sereno+20, Giocoli+21 , 
Lesci+22 , Ingoglia+22, Smith+22, using different
methods (cluster mass, cluster counts and 
clustering). 

From Lesci+22
Results based on KiDS-DR3.
KiDS-DR4 in progress



Cluster properties
o Galaxy properties (star formation, BCG luminosity, cluster luminosity function) as a function of cluster mass and 

redshift (Radovich+20, Puddu+21). Fraction of SF cluster members increasing with redshift (z =0.5-1)
o IRAM-30m follow-up of 6 star-forming BCGs at z=0.3-0.5, 4/6 detected in CO lines  (Castignani+22a,b). 

Large reservoir of molecular gas MH2 = (5-10) 1010 Mʘ, SFR = 20-30 Mʘ: high depletion times (recent accretion ?)

From Castignani+22a, 
submitted

Possible merging cluster 
at z=0.9  detected both
in KiDS and HSC, 
observed with NIKA2 
(analysis ongoing)



Galaxies…
o Searching for ultracompact massive galaxies (Tortora+18) up to z=0.5,  92 of which spectroscopically

confirmed (Scognamiglio+20), see scheda INSPIRE. Tortora+20: no significant correlation found until now
with the environment (field or cluster)

o Searching for strong lensing (Li+21) 
with ML techniques: 268 High Quality 
strong lens candidates found in KiDS. See also schede Lens-ML, and AstroInformatics about ML techniques



Issues and critical points
Compared to future surveys (EUCLID, LSST), the depth of surveys such as KiDS is much lower, BUT they
offer a unique way to develop and test NOW new algorithms and approaches.

All the analysis requires a preprocessing of the catalogs, to be optimized for the AMICO run (minimizing
stellar contamination, removing areas corrupted by artefacts, ...)

With DR4, we already have issues to efficiently handle the data, slowing down the scientific analysis

2022/2023 will be crucial to exploit the final KiDS DR5 release and prepare for the future (e.g. WAVES 
on 4MOST)

As a a minimal approach, we decided to submit a minigrant proposal to have the local data storage 
for DR4/DR5 data (and partecipate to meetings)


